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Introductions
Who are you and who am I?
Why are you here?
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Photography - the beginning
• 1826 - Joseph Nicephore Niepce,
France
• Placed a camera in his attic window
• After 8, EIGHT hours of being exposed
to the sun, the plate contained an image
of his courtyard.

Daguerre - 1839
• Partnership with Niepce
• Formed a method to create a clear
image.
• By mid-1840s daguerreotype
photograph studio were common across
North America
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Rapid evolution
• Plates
• Paper prints
• Digital

Photographic Principles
• Polarity
• Base and emulsion
• Processing
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Polarity
• Negative or Positive
• In a negative the polarity is reversed

Base and Emulsion
• Base - support for the emulsion
– Usually metal, glass, film or paper

• Emulsion - light sensitive
– Silver salts

Processing
• Chemical processing of the image
• How it happens
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Types of Photographic
Processes
And How to Identify Them

Daguerrotype
• 1839-1850s
• Copper plate coated with silver
– Acts as a mirror so hard to view

• Direct positive (no negative)
• Usually reversed
• Stored under glass and in a case
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Uncoated Paper Processes
• No emulsion - light sensitive material is
soaked into the paper itself
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Calotype
• 1839
• First
negative/positive
process
• Paper negative
produces a plain
salted paper print
• Detail not sharp

Cyanotypes
• 1842
• Not popular until
1880s
• Blue tint to them (so
people didn’t like
them much)

Collodion Emulsions
• 1848-1880s
• Collodion = mixture
of gun cotton, ether
and alcohol
• Long exposure time
• Clear creamy
highlights, gray
shadows
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Ambrotype
•
•
•
•
•
•

Direct positive
Hand coloured
Base is glass
Cased
NOT reflective
Not reversed

Tintypes
•
•
•
•

1856
Direct positive
Reversed
Base is thin sheet
iron lacquered black
or brown
• Paper mats or
albums or left loose
• Often hand-coloured

Wet Plate Negatives
• Negative images on
glass
• 1855-1880s
• Rough edges
• Uneven coating at
edges
• Creamy gray instead
of black/white
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Albumen Emulsions
• 1848-1895
• Beaten egg white (albumen) mixed with
sodium or ammonium chloride

Albumen prints
• Could be stored for
months before being
exposed
• Glossy (to us more like
a soft sheen)
• Identified by yellowing
and minute cracking of
the albumen
• Most prints from 18601900 are albumen

Formats
• Image could take any format especially
if it’s mounted
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Card Photographs
• 1854 Cartes de
visite
• Cabinet
• Mostly albumen but
after 1895 gelatin
and collodian were
also used.

Stereographs
• 2 images, side by
side
• 3-D
• Viewed using a
stereoscope
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Photograph albums
• 1860
• Recessed pockets
to hold tintypes or
cards
• Mostly made of
leather; also wood
and cloth
• Don’t dismantle!

Gelatin Emulsions
• 1871 to the present day
• Manufactured process (no prep by
photographer)
• Gelatin and bromide or chloride
combined with silver nitrate

Dry Plate Negative
• 1879-1920
• Thinner glass than
wet plate
• Smooth even
coating
• Stark black & white
contrasts
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Cellulose Nitrate film
• 1887 Eastman
• Celluloid dissolved in
wood alcohol and
solvents and dry gelatin
emulsion
• Used for roll film and
sheet films
• Strong, lies flatter
• Used to about 1950

• BUT highly
flammable
• Deteriorates easily

Identifying cellulose nitrate
•
•
•
•
•

Amber or brown discolouration
Tacky or sticky
Blistering or bubbling
Acrid (burnt) odour
If in a can, film may be covered in
brown powder.
• 35mm roll film or photographic sheets
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Safety film
• 1937, completely
replaced cellulose
nitrate by 1951
• Often says “safety”
on it.
• Cellulose acetate
• Polyester

Cellulose acetate/diacetate
• Shrinking,
brittleness, bubbles,
red or blue
discolouration

Nitrate or safety?
• Difficult to tell visually if no deterioration
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Gelatin Silver prints
• Developing Out
Paper (DOP)
– Cooler tones (black
blue, deep gray)

• Printing Out Paper
(POP)
– Warmer tones
(brownish purplish)

• Dominated market
since 1910
– faster

Developing out paper (DOP)
example

Printing out paper example
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Permanent Photographs
•
•
•
•

Carbon print
Photogravure
Woodburytype
Collotype

Colour processes
• Hand colouring
• Photographic process itself
– Early days not commercially available

• Rare to find colour photos before 1935

Colour processes
• Tri Colour Carbro
– 1920s and 1930s for advertising

• Dye Transfer prints
– 1946

• Chromogenic development materials
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Chromogenic Development
Materials
• Tripak negatives
– 3 colour sensitive materials are
incorporated in layers on 1 piece of film

• Eastman Kodak, 1936
– Kodachrome (colour transparency)

• Eastman Kodak, 1942
– Kodacolor (colour negative)

Kodachrome example
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Kodacolor example

Colour prints
• Variety available
since 1941
• Type C
– Printed from neg

• Type R
– Printed from trans

• Type RC
– Majority today
– Resin coated
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Dye diffusion transfer process
• Instant colour prints
• Poloroids!
• Seriously unstable

Digital Photography
• Base? Emulsion? Where’s the
chemistry?
• Born digital
• Digitized images
• Printing out?
• Preservation!!
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Reading Photographs
Content and Context

Content
• Observation
• Inference (assumptions)
• Questions

Context
• Who is the photographer
• Who kept the photograph
• How was it kept
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Example

Instructions
• Write down
– everything you observe
– your assumptions
– 3 questions

Exercise
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Acquisition and Accessioning

Acquisition & Accessioning
• Acquisition: The process of obtaining records
for the archives through donation, loan,
transfer, or purchase.
• Accessioning is the formal process which
documents the transfer of legal ownership of
the archival materials to the archives.

Mandate
• A mandate identifies WHY an archives
exists, WHAT it intends to acquire, and
WHO it serves.
• Provides a focus for acquiring archival
materials and prevents overlapping with
other jurisdictions.
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Acquisition Policy
• Should include:
– Geographic boundaries of responsibility
– Time period of records to be acquired
– Types of material to be acquired
– Methods of acquiring records
– How the archives will be arranged,
described, and made accessible

Example: Maple Ridge M&A
• The purpose of the Archives, as a part
of the Maple Ridge Museum and
Community Archives, is to identify,
acquire and preserve material of
archival and/or informational value to
the citizens of Maple Ridge, the Katzie
First Nation, and the community as a
whole, and to make such records
available to the public.

Acquisition
• The process of obtaining records for the
archives through donation, transfer,
loan or purchase.
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Acquisition strategies
• It’s not a competition!
• Encourage donors to donate whole
fonds instead of 1 or 2 photographs at a
time.
• Keep records together by creator.

Methods of acquisition
•
•
•
•

Donation
Loan
Transfer
Purchase

Acquisition
• Start the paper trail as soon as the
records come into your archives with a
donor form
• Donor form should include a statement
of ownership and cover intellectual
property rights (copyright and moral
rights).
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Acquisition - To keep or not to
keep?
• Mandate & acquisition policy
• Depth of the offer - how well do the
photographs document the activities of
the creator?
• Quality, condition, restrictions

Accessioning
• The formal process which documents
the transfer of legal ownership of the
archival materials to the archives.

Accessioning
• Continue your paper trail by
accessioning your photographs.
• Assign a number to the donation usually the calendar year and then a
sequential #, ie 2008.004
• Can have an accession register or fill
out a full accession record.
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What’s it all about?
• An accession is a group of records or
archival material acquired at one time
from a single source.
– Accession register
– Accession record
– Accession files

Database demo: PastPerfect
• Founded in 1996
• Mission: ‘create affordable software for
museums’
• Approved by the American State and Local
History and accredited by CHIN
• Complies with the ISAD(G)
• Exports as DC
• http://www.museumsoftware.com

Preservation
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Preservation - what are we
talking about?
•
•
•
•

Safe handling
Environmental conditions
Storage & Enclosures
Basic preservation for specific formats

Risk Assessment
• Identify short and long-term issues that
could affect the condition of the
photographs
– Example: lack of cold storage, mould, etc

• Survey collection
• Take notes upon acquisition!

Safe Handling
• Easiest way to prevent damage
• Make it part of your institution’s policy
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Safe Handling
•
•
•
•

Cotton gloves
2 hands!
2 people
Support your photos

Environmental Conditions
• Temperature and relative humidity
• Air quality
• Light

Temperature and Relative
Humidity
• Goal is constant temperature and
humidity within a specific range with no
spiking
• HVAC system
• Equipment to monitor
– Datalogger
– Hygrothermograph
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Datalogger
• Hobo LCD
• $385 at Carr
McLean
• Compact record
data at varying
intervals
• Download to
computer

Hygrothermograph
• $400 in Carr
McLean Catalogue
• Data is recorded
continuously
• Must be wellmaintained

Air quality
• Ideally ventilation for archives should be
independent of those shared with
kitchens, carpentry shops, etc.
• Goal is even circulation of air to avoid
micro environments that could lead to
mould etc
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Improving air quality on a
budget
• No smoking!
• No storage furniture made of wood.
• No oil-based paints, plywood, particle
board, polyvinyl chloride…
• No photocopier in collection storage

Light
• Ultraviolet radiation
(UV)
• UV light sources are
from fluorescent
light tubes and
sunlight.

Light
• Turn lights off!
• No windows or skylights in storage area
• In reference area, light level of 300-600
lux or 30-60 footcandles
• In storage, 200-400 lux or 20-40
footcandles
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Light meter
• Measure with a light
meter
• Samples, not
continuous
• $274 at Carr
McLean

Enclosures

The Photographic Activity Test
(PAT)
• The PAT is a worldwide standard (ISO
Standard 14523) for archival quality in
photographic enclosures. Developed by IPI
(Image Permanence Institute), this test
predicts possible interactions between
photographic images and the enclosures in
which they are stored.
• The PAT is also used to test the components of
enclosures, such as adhesives, inks, paints,
labels, and tapes.
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Paper enclosures
• Meet the PAT
• Meet ISO 18902
• Buffered

Plastic enclosures
• Meet the PAT
• Should be made of
one of : polyester,
polyethylene,
polypropylene,
polystyrene and
spun-bonded
polyolefins

Paper or plastic?
• Paper
–
–
–
–

Protects from light
Less expensive
Can write on it
BUT must remove
from enclosure to
view, which can
cause wear

• Paper
– More expensive
– Immediate visual
– Static electricity can
attract dust or dirt
– No good for unstable
media
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Basic preservation steps for
positives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cased photographs
Daguerrotypes
Ambrotypes
Tintypes
Paper prints
Framed photographs
Scrapbooks & albums

Cased photographs
• Wrap individually with buffered tissue
and/or in envelope
• Store flat in single layer in shallow
drawer or flat document box.
• Face down
• Photo of image can be attached to the
envelope or tissue for ID

Daguerrotypes & Ambrotypes
(loose)
•
•
•
•
•

4-ply alkaline buffered board
Photographic plate
Mat (from the same board above)
Glass
Filmoplast tape
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Tintypes
• Preserve original mounts
• If loose and bent, do not flatten! Don’t
want to crack the emulsion. If dirty, do
not wash! Don’t want it to rust!
• Position between 2 pieces of alkaline
mat board and place in an envelope or
sleeve if extra support is needed.

Black and White Prints
• 18°C (64.4°F) and 30-50% relative
humidity (same for plates)
• Store in paper or plastic sleeves
• Envelope should be slightly larger
• Prints with flaking emulsions should not
be stored in plastic

Digital prints
• Depends on printer, dyes and paper
• Best practice: preserve born-digital
image
– Requires adequate storage and security
and a plan for the future!
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Framed photographs
• Disassemble carefully - mats, backing
and frames can include important
information.
• Photograph before and after.
• What to do with the frame?

Scrapbooks and Albums
• Do not dismantle!
• House in document boxes or 4-flap
wrappers
• Store horizontally on shelves or in
drawers
• Can interleave with alkaline buffered
paper

Colour photographs
• Store in the cold and the dark.
• Store at temperature that ranges
between -12 and -20.
• Relative humidity: 20%-30%
• Make reference copies
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Cold storage case study
• http://www.cdncouncilarchives.ca/Stora
ge_English.pdf

Other useful links
• https://www.imagepermanenceinstitute.
org/imaging/storage-guides
• http://aabc.ca/TK_00_main_page.html

Basic preservation steps for
negatives
• Glass plates
• Film
– Cellulose nitrate
– Cellulose acetate

• Polyester
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Glass plate negatives
• Cut the paper away while working on a
flat surface
• Store in individual enclosures and
placed vertically in strong boxes. Group
according to size.
• Mark enclosures and boxes with
FRAGILE!

Cellulose nitrate film
• Minimum: store at a temperature below 10°c.
• Best case: Freezing (freezer) preferred.
Humidity: 30-40%
• Store in paper not plastic. Don’t recycle
envelopes.
• Remove from general archives area.
• Consider duplication alternatives.
• Appraisal!

Cellulose nitrate - disposal
• Don’t toss away in garbage - it’s
considered hazardous material!
• Consult fire marshall/fire department
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Cellulose acetate (safety) film
• Identified and stored separately from
collection
• Vinegar syndrome
• Alkaline buffered paper envelopes or
sleeves.
• Cold storage
• Consider duplication options

Polyester
• Strong and stable!
• Alkaline buffered paper or stable plastic
enclosures.
• Store at 21ºC and 20%-50% RH

Arrangement & Description
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Basic archival principles
• Respect des fonds
– Principle of provenance
– Principle of original order

Arrangement
• The process of physically organizing
records in accordance with archival
principles such as provenance and
original order. The process includes
sorting, re-housing, labeling and
shelving

Intellectual vs Physical
• Records of different media are often
stored separately but they are initially
arranged within the original order of the
fonds. That intellectual arrangement is
later reflected in description.
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Levels of Arrangement
•
•
•
•
•

Fonds
Series
Sub-series
File
Item

Fonds
• The whole of the documents, regardless
of form or medium, automatically and
organically created and/or accumulated
and used by a particular individual,
family or corporate body in the course
of that creator’s activities or functions

Sous-fonds
• Fonds within a fonds
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Series
• File units or records within a fonds
arranged systematically or maintained
as a unit because they relate to a
particular function or subject, result from
the same activity, have a particular
form, or because of some other
relationship arising out of their creation
or, arising out of their receipt and use.

Sub-series
• A group of related material within a
series, usually identified by subject,
type of material, function or filing
arrangement.

File
• An organized unit of documents, usually
within a series, brought together
because they relate to the same
subject, activity, or transaction
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Item
• The lowest level of description and the
smallest intelletual entity within a fonds
useful for descriptive purposes

Initial Sorting
• Examine all records and consider how
to arrange them (find a nice big space)
• Examine condition and consider
preservation needs
• Identify series

Initial sorting
• Examine all photographs and consider
their arrangement - look for their original
order
– One fonds or more than one fonds?
– Sort into series or identify series

• Wear white cotton gloves
• Consider preservation needs
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Identifying series
• Is there a filing system in place?
• How are these photographs grouped
together
– Function
– Content
– Subject
– Format

• If no original order, impose an order

Physical Processing
• Wear white cotton gloves when handling
prints and negatives.
• Remove staples, elastic bands, Scotch tape
(if loose), pins.

Numbering
• Label with 6B pencil. Use a fine mapping or
Pigma pen as a last resort only if find that
pencil will not write on modern resin-coated
photo paper.
• Label only on the edges of photographs.
• Write the accession # and unique id #
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Numbering copies and negs
• Negatives should share the same unique
number as the positive
• Generations of the image may be indicated
with a letter code – N for negative, P for
print, CP for copy print, and so forth.
• Do not mark similar images as copies.

Enclosures and Storage
• place each photographic image individually in an
acid-free envelope or sleeve
• write the accession number and item number
gently in pencil on top right-hand corner of the
envelope
• store the envelopes, in accession number order, in a
file cabinet or in acid-free document boxes
• write the item numbers and type of image (glass
plate, daguerreotype, etc.) on the outside of the
container.

Separation sheet
• Physically unwieldy items, like large
matted or rolled photographs can be
separated from a fonds.
• Use a separation sheet to indicate
where the photograph was removed
from the original order of the fonds.
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Description
• The recording, in a standardized form,
of information about the structure,
function and content of records.
• Description is a reflection of the
arrangement of a fonds

Description - no orphans!
• Multi-level, nested, linked
• No orphans!
• General to the specific
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Levels of description
•
•
•
•
•

Fonds
Series
Subseries
Filing Unit
Item

Rules for Archival Description
(RAD)
• RAD is a system for creating archival descriptions in
the form of finding aids that identify and describe
archival records and provide access to the
information they contain.

What goes where
Element

Fonds

Series

File/Item

Title

Yes

Yes

Yes

Dates

Yes

Yes

Yes

Physical desc

Yes

Yes

Yes

History

Yes

Optional

No

Scope &
Content

Yes

Yes

Optional

Custodial
history

Yes (if needed) No

No

Notes

Yes (if needed) Yes (if needed

Yes (if needed)
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Fonds-level example
Title:
Dates:
PD:

Dick Locke fonds.
1920-1942.
46 photographs.

Dick Locke - Biographical note
Dick Locke, the eldest of two sons of Mr. & Mrs. Philip
Lock, was born in England in 1911. He emigrated to
Canada with his family in 1914. He attended UBC from
1929-1932. He graduated with honours in science and
became an avid sports fisherman. After graduation, Dick
obtained employment with the Provincial Ministry of
Fisheries where he worked from 1932-1939, establishing
the first program for stocking BC Interior lakes. Dick
became engaged to Laura Harwood of Vernon, BC in
1938. He joined the RCAF in 1940, trained as a pilot, and
was shot down over Germany in 1942.

Dick Locke - Scope & Content
• Fonds consists of photographs which
document Dick Locke’s life from his
infant days in England to his military
action overseas. The fonds is arranged
in 4 series: Family & friends,
Education, Working life and Military
duty.
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Dick Locke - Custodial history
• Fonds was kept by Dick’s mother, Mrs.
Philip Locke. Upon her death in 2004
they were donated to the Vernon
Museum and Archives by Mrs. Amy
White, executor.

Dick Locke - Notes
• Title note
– Title based on contents of fonds.

• Language
– Inscriptions in French

Dick Locke fonds - Family &
friends series
• Title
– Family and friends.

• Dates of creation
– 1921-1942.

• Physical description
– 11 photographs.
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Family & friends
• Scope & Content
– Series consists of photographs relating to
Dick Locke’s various family and friends
over the years, including friends on fishing
trips and photographs of his fiance Laura
Harwood. Photographs are arranged
chronologically.

Family & friends
• Notes
– Title note:
• Title based on contents of series

Dick Locke - item description
• Title
Laura Harwood in canoe on Lake Canim.

• Dates
1939.

• Physical description
1 photograph : 16 x 21 cm
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Laura Harwood - Notes
• Title Note
– Title based on content of item

• Restrictions
– Photograph closed until 2015

• Language
– Inscription on back in French.

1.7B2 Biographical Sketch
• Used for individuals or families to provide the
user with an understanding of the context in
which the records were created. It describes
the history and activities of the individual or
family that created the records and is written
in paragraph form.

RAD - Chapter 4
• Graphic materials
• Physical description
is the difference in
each chapter
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Chapter 4 - PD
•
•
•
•

Extent
Other physical details
Dimensions
Other accompanying material

Extent
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collage
Drawing
Painting
Photograph
Picture
Print
Watercolour

• Extent = # of
physical units

Extent
• Physical count
– 17 photographs

• Can also estimate
– Ca 11,000 photographs
– 5 photograph albums (257 photographs)
– 3 m of graphic material
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Other physical details
• Medium
– Type of photograph (includes negatives)

• Technique
– Example: hand coloured

• Colour
– col.
– b&w

Dimensions
• Height x width
– 222 x 260 cm
– (always metric!)

Other accompanying material
• Catalogues
• Sticky notes
• Identification on separate piece of paper
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Database demo:
DB/Textworks
• First produced by InMagic in 1996
• Fully configurable
• Can purchase Archives Online for
archival db development
• Andornot is authorized reseller
http://www.andornot.com/

Access
•
•
•
•

Reference room
Access Policy
Privacy
Copyright

Reference Room
• Separated from archival storage
• Rules for researchers
– Gloves for photographs
– No eating, drinking, gum chewing…

• Supervision
• Big tables
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Access Policy
• First principle: Equal Access
• An access policy should
– Ensure user confidentiality
– Grant access to all finding aids, reference materials, and
records in your repository with only limited and special
restrictions
– Address the costs of reproduction of material

Privacy
• Privacy of subjects in photographs
– Expectations of individual
– Sensitivity of information
– Probability of injury
– Context in bigger picture

Copyright
• Refers to rights that attach to ‘works’,
meaning intellectual creations.
• Copy rights entitle creators or authors to
be paid for their work and control how
their work is used.
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Who owns copyright?
•
•
•
•

The author of a work
The owner of a work
The commissioner of a work
Section 13 (ii) and (iv) refer specifically to
photographs. The first owner of a negative or print
(in the absence of a negative) is considered the
author. Where a person or corporation has
commissioned a photograph, he/she or it is the
owner.

How long is the term of
protection?
• As of 1997, term is the same as for other
intellectual works: life of the author plus 50
years.
• The new rule is not retrospective; anything
that was in the public domain up to January
1999 remains in the public domain.
• All photographs taken on or before Dec.
31, 1948 are in the public domain.

• If you do not own copyright, you are
allowed to copy records under the
following conditions:
• if the original is valuable and deteriorating
• if the original is in an obsolete format (such as on
a disk from an old Commodore 64 computer)
• for internal record-keeping
• for insurance purposes
• for restoration purposes
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Exception for Archives
• copy for research or private study of an
unpublished work
• provided that the Archives informs the person
donating the records that copying has not
been forbidden by the copyright owner, and
that the Archives is satisfied that the person
requesting the copy will use it for research or
private study only.

Moral Rights
• Moral rights are defined as follows: the
author has the right to the integrity of
the work, the right to be associated with
it, and the right to anonymity if he or she
chooses.
• Moral rights cannot be transferred; only
waived or extinguished.

What you should do!
• ACQUIRE COPYRIGHT, INCLUDING
MORAL RIGHTS, AT THE TIME OF
DONATION!
• Make sure there’s a copyright clause on
your donor form.
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Digitization

Best Practices
• Are you digitizing or making your borndigital objects available on the web?
• Are you digitizing for long-term
preservation?
• Either way, aim as much as possible for
industry standard best practices

What are digital objects?
• A resource that lives in digital (numeric)
format, as a combination of 0s and 1s
(binary)
• Accessible only through a processor (ie
a computer with a CPU)
• Web page, file, bitstream
• Born-digital and digitized
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Digitization - Principles
• Declaration of Principles Concerning
the Relationship of Digitization to
Preservation of Archival Records
• Canadian Council of Archives, 2002
• http://www.cdncouncilarchives.ca/digitar
c.html

Principles for Digitization


Goal directed & driven by institutional policy



Long term thinking



Technological and procedural re-evaluation



Eliminate duplication

Principles for Digitisation
 No breach of copyright or moral rights
 Transfer ownership including copyright at
the time of acquisition
 WAIVER!
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Principles for Digitisation
 Collaboration
 Digital copies are information manage them!
 Originals are indispensable

Principles for Digitisation
 Faithful reproduction
 Manipulation can be performed on
subsequent versions

Define Program Scope
• Think big picture (forest, not trees)
• Clearly define your scope - what do
you want to accomplish? What do you
want at the end of the day?

• How much is this going to cost?
–Start cost projections
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Digitization Costs
• Vary widely and depends on quality of
your digitization program

Digitization Costs
• 1/3 the cost is digitization (mechanics)
• 1/3 the cost is in metadata creation
(creating descriptions for photographs)
• 1/3 the cost is in other activities, such
as administration and quality control
(39% overall)

www.chin.gc.ca/English/Intellectual_Property/Ninch/projects
_programs.htm

l
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Digitization - Mechanics

Master and Derivatives
• Preservation copy
• Access copies

File Formats
• Lossless/lossy compression
• Market penetration or ubiquity
• Open or closed
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Preservation file formats Best Practice
– Lossless
– Ubiquitous
– Open

File formats for images
• Preservation master
– TIFF

• Derivatives
– JPG

TIFF
• Tagged Image File Format
• Currently accepted preservation format
• Open standard
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JPEG
• Joint Photographic Experts Group
• Not an accepted preservation format
• Algorithm – lossy and compressed

Digitizing images
Scanning guidelines
•
•
•
•

Pixel array
Resolution
Dimension
Bit depth
http://www.archives.gov/preservation/technical/
guidelines.pdf, p.52

Pixel array
• 3000 pixels across the long edge
8 x 10 = 300 dpi/ppi (10 x300=3000)
4 x 5 = 600 dpi/ppi (5 x 600 = 3000)
35 mm 1.37 = 2200 dpi/ppi
(1.27 x 2200 = 3014)
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Dimension
• Sized to match original or 10” along the
long edge at 300ppi

Resolution
•
•
•
•

Calculate from actual dimension
2100ppi for 35 mm
600ppi for 4 x 5
300 ppi for 8 x 10

Optical Resolution vs
Interpolated resolution
• Interpolation – Data/pixel creation
• Takes adjacent values and copies
them for new pixels
• Gives rough results
• No new information is added and
may be masked
• Upscale later if required
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Bit depth
• 8 bit grayscale for black and white
• 24 bit RBG for colour

BCR’s CDP Digital Imaging Best Practice Version 2.0
pg.9

Dynamic Range/Density Range
• Describes the range of light levels
from black to white
• Logarithmic so 3.0 is 10x as dense
as 2.0
• REQUIRE large dynamic range
• Scanner with a small dynamic
range can not capture shadow
detail well
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Equipment - Images
• Computer, monitor
• Scanner

~$3000

~$950 - 1000
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Best Practice
• Puglia, Steven, Jeffrey Reid and Erin
Rhodes. 2004. Technical Guidelines
for Digitizing Archival Materials for
Electronic Access: Creation of
Production Master Files – Raster
Images
www.archives.gov/preservation/technical/guidelines.htm
l

Preservation Strategy
• Migration
• Emulation
• Normalization

Metadata
• Structured information
that describes, explains,
or locates an information
resource so that it is
easier to retrieve, use or
manage (NISO
Understanding Metadata)
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Why do you need it?
• Internet – lots of information, hard to
find what you’re looking for
• Interoperability
• Preservation

Types of Metadata
• Descriptive
• Structural
• Administrative
– Preservation
– Technical

Crosswalks
• Mapping of the elements, semantics,
and syntax from one metadata scheme
to another
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Descriptive metadata
• Describes and identifies information
resources
• Enables searching and retrieval at the
system level
• Enables users to discover resources at
the web level

Descriptive Metadata:
Dublin Core
• Dublin, Ohio, 1995
• Workshop sponsored by OCLC and
National Center for Supercomputing
Applications (NCSA).
• Now managed by the Dublin Core
Metadata Initiative (DCMI).

Dublin Core
•
•
•
•
•

Designed to be simple and concise
Originally for web-based documents
All elements are optional and repeatable
Can be presented in any order
Used by many outside the library
community because of its simplicity
• Syntax independent
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Simple Dublin Core Elements
• Creator
• Publisher
• Contributer
• Rights
Management
• Title
• Subject
• Date
• Identifier

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Description
Source
Language
Relation
Coverage
Type
Format

Dublin Core website
• http://dublincore.org/

Preservation Metadata
• File Format name and version
• Software (OS and scanning sw) name
and version
• Scanner name and model
• Hardware type
• Original name
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Keeping it all together
• Software
• Spreadsheet
• Worksheet

DB Demo: ICA-AtoM
• Access to Memory
• Developed by Artefactual Systems
• Web-based archival description
software
• Free, open-source software
• www.ica-atom.org

Spreadsheet
• Don’t have $ for software?
• Use a spreadsheet!
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Worksheets
• Use worksheets to record information to
enter into computer (either sw or
spreadhseet) later on.

Manage your digital assets!
• Maintain the link between the
description of your digital object and the
object itself.
• Standardize your file names
• Document, document, document

Digital Storage Media
• Optical media
• Hard drives
• RAID
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Optical Media
• Gold CD-R
– Estimated to last up to 300 years
under proper storage conditions

• How long will CD players be
around?
• DVDs - no preservation standard not recommended.
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Where to buy & cost
• http://www.carrmclean.ca/CategoryGrou
pBrowser.aspx?CategoryID=508&Grou
pNo=6668
• $5.95 for 1 Kodak Gold CD-R with case

External Hard Drive
•
•
•
•

Live
Migration is simpler
2 TB HD at Future Shop $150
Plan for regular upgrades
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Do the Math!
• How many megabytes in a gigabyte?
– (1000)

• How many gigabytes in a terabyte?
– (1000)

RAID
• Redundant Array of
Independent/Inexpensive Devices
• Combination of hard drives that mirror
files so that if one drive goes down
others will still have the data.
• Different levels of a RAID system

RAID
•
•
•
•
•

Western Digital Sharespace
8TB
RAID 5
$1,200.00USD
http://www.wdc.com/en/products/produc
ts.asp?driveid=584
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Digital Preservation Coalition
• www.dpconline.org
• Preservation Management of Digital
Materials: The Handbook
• Interactive assessment tool

Best Practice:
Write a Digitization Policy

Conclusion
Take care of the analogue but
prepare for the digital future!
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